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We investigate the entrance of single poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) chains into an α-Hemolysin
channel. We detect the frequency and duration of the current blockades induced by large neutral
polymers, where chain radius is larger than pore diameter. In the semi-dilute regime, these chains
pass only if the monomer concentration is larger than a well-defined threshold. Experiments are
performed in a very large domain of concentration and molecular mass, up to 35% and 200 kDa
respectively, previously unexplored. The variation of the dwell time as a function of molecular mass
shows that the chains are extracted from the semi-dilute solution in contact with the pore by a
reptation mechanism.

PACS numbers: 82.35.Pq, 87.16.dp, 36.20.Ey

All experiments concerning the dynamics of macro-
molecules, neutral polymers [1–12], polyelectrolytes [13–
17], single strand DNA [18, 19] or RNA[20], unfolded
proteins [21–23] through protein nanopores have been
performed in dilute solution using the patch-clamp tech-
nique [24]. Cell nucleus, cytoplasm and extra-cellular
matrix are semi-dilute media, where biomolecules are en-
tangled. Theoretical predictions describe the dynamics
of neutral polymers mainly in the dilute solution [25–
29], but rarely in the semi-dilute regime [30]. In this
regime and when the radius of the chain is larger than
the pore diameter, the molecules are expected to enter
the pore only if the polymer concentration is sufficiently
large [31]. The osmotic pressure due to the polymer
network must overcome the force necessary to confine
one chain in the nanopore. This behavior has already
been observed experimentally in porous media by neu-
tron scattering [32–34]. The dwell time is also expected
to be different in this semi-dilute regime and governed by
the extraction of one single chain of the polymer network
into the nanopore. Consequently, it is expected that the
dwell time will increase with the chain monomer number
N as τ = τ0 c

1.5 N3, according to a reptation model [25].

Previous experiments on the transport of neutral poly-
mers (PEG) have always been performed in a range of low
molecular masses (M < 10 kDa) and relatively low mass
concentration (c ≤ 15%), in a dilute regime where the
chains are not entangled. The pioneering experiment on
molecular counting was performed by Bezrukov [4] and
the first detection of RNA and DNA by Kasianowicz [20].
More recently, Bezrukov has carried out experiments con-
cerning the transport of PEG in a dilute regime. If the
polymers are too large to be accommodated within the
pore, the out-of-the-pore part of the molecule pulls on
the trapped part, thus acting as an entropic spring [35].

In this work, we explore experimentally the transport
of very long polymers in semi-dilute regime through an
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FIG. 1. (left) α-Hemolysin channel inserted into lipid bilayers
in presence of long polymers in semi-dilute regime. ξ is the
mesh size of this solution. (right) Single-channel recordings
of the pore in the presence of PEG 2 kDa 20% (w/v) applied
to both sides of the bilayer. The applied voltage is 100 mV.

α-Hemolysin nanopore (Fig. 1). Lipid bilayers are pre-
pared using a classical method [36]. We use a 1M KCl,
5mM HEPES pH 7.4 buffer. The ionic current is de-
tected using an Axopatch 200B amplifier by applying a
constant voltage of 100 mV. The acquisition frequency is
100 kHz. The data are filtered at 10 kHz and processed
by dedicated software (Igor Pro, Wavemetrics). The first
experiments are conducted with PEG of low molecular
masses (M≤ 10 kDa) in dilute solution (table 1 supple-
mentary material). The PEG chains are added to both
compartments in equal amounts. We increase the mass
of the molecules to study the dynamics of their entry into
the pore. We check with short chains (2 kDa) that the
event frequency varies linearly with polymer concentra-
tion, in agreement with previous observations [10]. The
dwell time (defined in the Fig. 1) does not vary as a func-
tion of the polymer concentration (supplementary data).
To determine the influence of the molecular mass on the
event frequency, we compare the recorded current traces
of 25 mM PEG 1, 2 and 3.4 kDa. A decrease in the event
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FIG. 2. Event frequency of long neutral polymers. (left)
Histogram of the inter-event time of a PEG 35 kDa solution
(33%). The event frequency (75 ± 6 Hz) is estimated from
the exponential fit (dotted line). (Right) Event frequency for
the PEG 20 kDa (blue diamonds) and 35 kDa (red circles)
according to their mass concentration.

frequency is observed when the chain size increases. As
expected theoretically [26, 37] due to the free energy re-
quired for a chain to enter a nanopore and as already
observed experimentally [8, 10], we check that the log-
arithm of the equilibrium association constant log(Kf )
is inversely proportional to the molecular mass of the
polymer (supplementary data). Moreover, large molec-
ular mass (≥10 kDa) polymer transport is not observed
in the range of weak concentrations (lower than 15%), as
described in previous experiments [8].

In order to force the entry of long chains, it is neces-
sary to increase the PEG concentration, which becomes
greater than the overlap concentration c∗, calculated by
the relationship c∗ = N/

[
(4/3)πR3

g

]
[25] where Rg is

the radius of gyration of the chain (supplementary mate-
rial). From this, we deduce the overlap mass concentra-
tion c∗(w/v) = M/NA

[
(4/3)πR3

g

]
, where NA is Avo-

gadros Number. As c > c∗, the polymer chains are in
the semi-dilute regime, characterized by the mesh size ξ
of the polymer network [25] given by the scaling relation
ξ = aφ−0.75. a = 0.35 nm is the size of each monomer,
taking into account the interactions with the solvent. φ
is the volume fraction of polymer given by φ = ρw/ρ c,
with ρ the chain density, almost equal to the density of
water ρw: ξ = a c−0.75.

The pressure force pushing the chains into the pore is
FΠ ' Π D2 where Π is the osmotic pressure and D the
pore diameter. This pressure force must overcome the
confinement force of the chain in a channel of radius D :

FConf '
kBT

D
. The pressure Π must therefore be bigger

than
kBT

D3
. As Π ' kBT

ξ3
in the semi-dilute regime [25],

we deduce that ξ must be smaller than D for chains to
enter the pore.

In the case of 35 kDa PEG, we vary the polymer con-
centration from 10% to 33% and we report event fre-
quency versus polymer concentration (Fig. 2). No block-

ade is observed up to 25% polymer concentration, (Fig. 2-
right). Above 25%, the event frequency f increases with
concentration. From the intersection between this curve
and the bottom axes, we determine a threshold concen-
tration cth = 24± 2.6% by linear extrapolation.

The estimated radius of gyration of 35 kDa PEG in
dilute solution is 7.9 nm, which is very large compared
to the α-Hemolysin pore radius (1 nm). The polymer
cannot enter the pore in the dilute regime (c lower than
c∗ = 2.9%). When the concentration is increased above
c∗, the polymer network mesh size (or correlation length)
ξ decreases. At the threshold concentration observed
here, cth = 24±2.6%, we calculate ξ(cth) = 1.05±0.1 nm,
a value very close to the radius of the α-Hemolysin pore.
This key result is in very good agreement with de Gennes’
theory [25]. Experiments are also performed with 20 kDa
PEG (Fig. 2) and 10 kDa PEG. Translocation events are
observed if polymer concentration is above 25% and 15%
respectively. In both cases, polymer entry into the chan-
nel is observed only if the correlation length ξ is smaller
than the pore radius. Note that the theory of Daoud and
de Gennes [26] applies only for very long pores, much
longer than the chain, which is clearly not the case here.
However, a threshold is observed because the free energy
of confined chains over the length of the pore is much
larger than the thermal energy kBT .

An important feature of polymer dynamics in the
nanopore is the dwell time. This has been measured in
the semi-dilute regime where the molecular mass varies
between 10 kDa and 200 kDa. Experiments are carried
out with pure solutions when molecular masses are lower
than 35 kDa ; otherwise mixtures of 35 kDa and 100 (or
200) kDa chains, with several chain concentrations, are
studied. This procedure must be employed because of
lipid bilayer fragility. We clearly observe two types of
blockade: short ones lasting milliseconds and long events
lasting hundreds of milliseconds (Fig. 4). We attribute
the long ones to the 100 kDa or 200 kDa, because they
are not observed in the case of pure 35 kDa solution.

This dwell time, reported in Fig. 3, increases with the
molecular mass of the polymer. Two regimes are ob-
served: the first one with molecular masses lower than
10 kDa (Fig. 3). The dwell time increases slowly with
M and is independent of molecular concentration. The
diffusion dynamics are mainly governed by the dissipa-
tion inside the channel and not by the polymer behavior
outside the pore. These dynamics are discussed in sup-
plementary materials. In the second one, the dwell time
of long chains (M ≥ 10kDa) increases faster with M
and is moreover a function of molecular concentration.

To observe the dynamics of these large chains, all
the experiments must be performed in the semi-dilute
regime: the chains are entangled in a random network,
the mesh size ξ of which is smaller than the pore size.
If the chain is long enough, the chain dynamics are gov-
erned by the reptation phenomenon [25]. In the reptation
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FIG. 3. Dynamics of neutral chains as a function of molecu-
lar mass (Left): Histogram of the dwell time of PEG 35kDa
(c=33%) and its integrated distribution. From the expo-
nential fit (red curve), we estimate the dwell time: τ =
1250 ± 100µs. In the case of 100 kDa and 200 kDa PEG,
we average τ with the mean dwell time. (Right): Dwell time
τ versus PEG molecular mass M. c ≤ 20 % for M < 10 kDa

else c > cth. (Below): Reduced dwell time
( τ

c1.5

)
versus

PEG molecular mass. The line corresponds to a power fit
function (M ≥ 35 kDa). The error bars are deduced from
the exponential fits or from the dwell time distribution.

model, the tube length is L =
N

Ne
ξ =

N

N0.5
e

a where Ne

is the number of monomers in each blob. Firstly, we
consider the 10 kDa PEG at the threshold concentra-
tion. As ξ = 1.05 ± 0.1nm, we calculate that Ne ≈ 9
and L ≈ 27nm: one third of the chain is confined in-
side the pore and the other two thirds is entangled in the
semi-dilute solution. This case is situated at a crossover
where both mechanisms take place together: dynamics
inside the pore and outside the pore.

When the molecular mass is larger than 35 kDa (N ≥
795), the tube length (L ≥ 93 nm) is longer than the
pore length 10 nm. Consequently, the dynamics of the
chain in the α-Hemolysin pore is dominated by the time
necessary for the chain, engaged in the pore, to be ex-
tracted from the network of the other chains, and not
by the confinement, which is neglected. The reptation

time varies according to N3 : τrep = τ0
N3

Ne
where

τ0 =
6π η a3

kBT
= 2 × 10−4 µs.

Note that the reptation time also varies versus the
concentration through Ne, the number of monomers per

blob. It reads: τrep =
6π η a3

kBT
N3 φ1.5. We then define

a reduced time as τrep/c
1.5 = (2.4 × 10−9 µs/Da3)M3.

Experimentally, we measure: τexp/c
1.5 = ((0.6 ± 0.4) ×

10−9 µs/Da3)M2.9±0.2 (Fig. 3). The prefactor is in good
agreement with the expected value. There is good quan-
titative agreement between the experimental determina-
tion of the exponent of the power law dependency for
large chains and the theoretical predictions of the repta-
tion model [30], which confirms that under our experi-
mental conditions entry is controlled by the phenomenon
of chain extraction.
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FIG. 4. a): Single-channel current trace through an α-
Hemolysin pore. We observe the dwell time of 200 kDa (blue
circle) -35 kDa (red circle) (2%-98%) mixture. b) Normalized

current blockade (1 − Ib
I0

) as a function of molecular mass.

The dotted lines correspond to the average values 0.61± 0.02
(blue) and 0.76± 0.01 (red).

Another observation of the transition between these
two regimes is obtained by measuring the normalized cur-
rent blockade (Fig. 4). For chains in the dilute regime,
the amplitude of this blockade is 0.61 ± 0.02. This av-
erage value increases until 0.76 ± 0.01, when the chains
are in the semi-dilute regime (M > 35 kDa). In the
first regime, the current blockade depends on the dwelling
nature of each event (both bumping (with a low block-
ade) and translocations (with a large one)), as already
observed [13]. In the second regime, we observe only
translocations, which is why the current blockade is
steady and does not vary with chain size.

Our experiments open the way to new studies, in semi-
dilute solution, of the dynamics of macromolecules or
biomolecules in confined geometry. The entry of small
chains is possible when their radius of gyration is smaller
than the pore diameter, in agreement with previous ex-
periments, and obey the Daoud and de Gennes theories.
The dynamics in the pore are governed by a diffusion
motion due to the thermal energy. For the first time, the
entry of large chains into the nanopore is observed, but
only in the semi-dilute regime. The chain enters the pore
as soon as the polymer reaches a threshold concentration
corresponding to a mesh size with the same magnitude
as the pore size, in agreement with the theories of de
Gennes. We have demonstrated that the dynamics of
long chains in the pore follow a reptation mechanism.
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